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A scientist’s 
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drink
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reviewed 
paper

A review of a 
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of climate 
science
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More rigorous but more conservative

Usefulness of Sources of Information

















The Earth is getting warmer...
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Why is this happening?







“CARBONIZATION”
Keeling Curve - 1 year



Keeling Curve - 2 years



Keeling Curve - 70 years (full record of Mauna Loa)



Keeling Curve - 1700-present



Keeling Curve - Last 10,000 years



Keeling Curve - Last 800,000 years







“Hot House Earth” - 2018 PNAS Paper
Theory of ABRUPT climate change due to feedback loops.



Albedo Effect





The Problem with Methane
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The Amazon Syrian Refugees

Lillooet BCUS Border









Our River Valley - Our Water
Almost 100% 
of the water 
that we drink 

in the summer 
comes from 

the this 
icefield/glacier















an EXTINCTION level threat
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Multiple Responses: 
solutions to scale 

Personal-to-family
Family-to-Community 
Political-Planetary 





●
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Government Policy in Canada



Alberta's tar sands are among the most carbon-intensive sources of oil.
 Credit: Mark Ralston/AFP/Getty Images











Legitimation Crisis 















OUR DECLARATION:

We declare an international non-violent rebellion against the world’s governments and 
corporations for criminal inaction on the ongoing planetary ecological emergency.  

OUR DEMANDS:

1. We DEMAND that governments TELL THE TRUTH about the climate crisis, species 
extinction, and the wider ecological emergency.

2. We DEMAND that governments TAKE ACTION and enact legally-binding policies that 
immediately and effectively begin reducing greenhouse gas emissions to net zero by 2025.  

3. We DEMAND that governments work directly with citizen assemblies to ensure a JUST 
TRANSITION, upholding the rights of Indigenous people, minority communities, migrants, 
and the needs of workers.

 



     A WWII-style climate mobilization would involve:

   a) Reducing carbon emissions to netzero by 2030.

   b) Reducing demand through carbon rationing programs.

  c) Rebuild transport - An overhaul of our transport system: high speed electrified 
railroads, new public transit options, new forms of fuel replacement, and car-free cities.

   d) Transform agriculture - A move from industrial agriculture to localized, regenerative 
and resilient farming with limits on livestock production and a rapid phase-out of factory 
farming.

   e) Restore ecosystems - A half-earth conservation and ocean-protection program to 
halt the ongoing mass extinction of species and turn back to healthy ecosystems to 
absorb carbon 



What’s Our Plan?  
 Connect with others who are aware and ready to act. 

 

 Create relationships, spaces, events, and autonomous affinity groups.
 Plan & Organize collectively. 
 TAKE ACTION through non-violent civil disobedience and public engagement.

 Repeat until demands are met and deep transition begins. 











Who
we are 
fighting 
for...









5 Ways You Can Help Protect the Planet Right Now
(adapted from Dr. Katherine Hayhoe)

1.  Trust the Science
The facts are...facts. Climate change is happening. 97% of all climate scientists.  

2.  Know the Lingo and Communicate 
It's harder to tune out when we get what the words mean. Communicating 
effectively about the crisis is important. (cf Alberta’s ‘Climate Narratives Project’)   

3.  Sweat the Small Stuff
Change your habits and lifestyle - because our micro-choices add up.

4.  Think Outside the Box
Look for innovative ways to revamp your lifestyles (workshops, online resources, 

etc).

5.  Sweat the Big Stuff, too
Systems change. Make your voice matter. Green Your Vote. Take Direct Action. 


